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We’re better than what people think!

Dmitry Medvedev at the World Economic Forum in Davos
(с) RIA Novosti, Dmitry Astahov

The main plenary meeting on the first
day of the annual World Economic Forum
in Davos was entitled “Scenarios for
Russia”. One has to admit that not only
of the developed scenarios had a happy
ending. All three scenarios (scenario with
low raw material prices, a scenario with
high raw material prices combined with
poorly conducted institutional reforms
and a scenario with increased regional
differentiation) turned out to be far from
optimistic for the Russian economy. One
should note that in Davos one of these
scenarios was presented by Aleksei Kudrin,
the former Minister of Finance in Russia,

who is known as a talented economist
abroad*. Reforms are necessary, like
Aleksei Kudrin proved once again, but
action has yet to be taken. Economists and
investors call poor management leading to
rampant corruption and other unpleasant
things the main problems facing Russia.
It should come as no surprise that the
Russian prime-minister, Dmitry Medvedev,
heading up the delegation did not agree
with any of the proposed scenarios. He had
his own of the situation. He arrived in order
to talk about how attractive Russia is for
investors. Head of Sberbank, German Gref,
Kirill Dmitriev, the Head of the Russian

Fund for Direct Investments, accompanied
Medvedev during the conference. They
offered up a fourth prediction of how events
will unfold, according to which the risks
mentioned in the first 3 negative scenarios
will be eliminated (in Mr. Gref’s opinion).
The head of Sberbank pointed out that
matters in Russia are much better than
what various ratings demonstrate.
According to him, Russia has all the
prerequisites for growth and has “amazing
capabilities on an enormous market with
all the resources in order to make big
profits”. Overall, research on changes
in Russia’s investment climate confirm

*FYI
In 2006 the British newspaper “Emerging markets” named Aleksei Kudrin the best minister of finances amongst European countries with a developing market, while in 2010 the British magazine “Euromoney” named Aleksei Kudrin minister of finances of the year.
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As it was said in the report, companies
investing in Russia are more than satisfied
with their results. They felt an improvement
in the investment climate relative to 2007.
Research participants admit that there
are certain problems like bureaucracy,
red tape and corruption, but this is not
deterring them from continuing to invest
in the Russian economy. The majority of
respondents (71%) are satisfied with their
decision to invest in Russia. Only are a
select few (2%) are unsatisfied. A third
(34%) of respondents in 2011 made larger
capital investments in Russia than in 2010.

German Gref,
Head of Sberbank
© RIA Novosti, Sergey Guneev

“We need to improve
our image as a country because
we are really better than what
people think”
Russian civil servants’ optimistic outlook
relative to 2007 when research was ordered
by the Consulting Council on Foreign
Investments and performed by Ketchum
Global Research and Analytics. Current and
potential capital investors in the Russian
economy (a total of 100 companies) took
part in the research project.

In 2007 irrespective of how much effort the
Russian government put into attracting
foreign investments, two thirds of investors
still considered their investments to
be ineffective. In 2007 merely 8% of
investors believed that Russia is taking all
possible measures for attracting foreign
investments. In 2012 this figure has
already jumped up to 35%.
When considering Russia separately or in
comparison with other countries, investors
expressed serious concern regarding the
level of corruption in Russian society,

bureaucracy and red tape, insufficient
transparency when interpreting and
applying certain laws and protecting
property rights. Now, like never before,
Russia needs to take consistent and
carefully weighted measures for fighting
against corruption and bureaucracy, in
addition to improving legislative efficiency
so that a stable, competitive and attractive
investment climate would appear in Russia
for a long time – the research authors
made that conclusion.
One of the more notable events at the
forum in Davos was Goldman Sachs’
invitation. The international investment
bank will become Russia’s personal image
maker (their services were enlisted by the
Russian government). The bank will shape
a favorable image of Russia for foreign
investors. A contract totaling $500,000
has been signed with Goldman Sachs. The
consultants’ work boils down, first and
foremost, to organizing meetings between
Russian civil servants abroad with foreign
funds, business associations and rating
agencies.

Taxes? Investments need not be scared
How much does tax legislation hinder the
flow of new investments into the Russian
economy? The annual research conducted
by Ernst & Young showed that 2012 was
relatively calm for Russian business. 72
Russian (55%) and foreign companies
(45%) working on the Russian market and
representing Russia’s main industries took
part in the survey. More than a half of those
surveyed (54%) are public companies.

Tax audits, disagreements and
court proceedings
According to survey participants, relative
to 2011 tax authorities burdened business
with less audits. In 2011 respondents
stated that tax authorities audited their
companies once every two years, but in
2012 the majority of them indicated that
audits became less regular (once every
three years). Moreover, according to 2012
research results showed that insufficient
economic justification and expense
confirmation (in document form) were the
main reason for claims from tax authorities.
VAT deductions paid by suppliers which
were subsequently accused of unfair
business practices remain a big problem
for Russian taxpayers. The war on “oneday” firms has been waged for years now.
However, overall according to respondents,
the fraction of tax proceedings related to
disputing expenses due to unfair counter-

agent business practices has significantly
decreased. “We believe that this can be
attributed in part to the fact that tax payers
are more wary when selecting counteragents. The situation with appealing tax
authority court verdicts remains positive.
In the majority of cases (82%) verdicts are
made in the favor of tax payers taking part
in our survey” – noted the authors of this
research project.
Additionally, respondents noted growing
efficiency in terms of pre-court regulation
procedures for tax disputes. So it turns
out that based on last year 67% of survey
participants managed to work out disputes
with tax authorities before taking the case

to court, including 27% in a tax authority
of a higher rank. “These specified changes
demonstrate that a stable tendency
towards developing “non-court” regulating
methods for tax disputes has taken shape
which is positively construed by the majority
of survey participants, it lowers their
expenses on tax administration, promotes
the business climate in the country and
corresponds to the trends observed in
economically developed countries” –
states Ernst & Young research.

Legislative changes
For the majority of respondents of the key
issues remains how transfer pricing is

Brief news
Russia’s tax policies on investment inflow
as being neutral. With that being said,
foreign investors consider the Russian tax
system to be more “friendly” for foreign
investments than other BRICS countries.

Let’s outsource our taxes!
The trend of outsourcing part of a
company’s tax functions has continued
to gain popularity and this impacts the
number of tax personnel working in
organizations. Also, employees handling
tax functions in the head office now focus
on optimizing the company’s tax position
and internal tax processes more so than in
the past. Like before the main indices used

for evaluating companies’ tax function are
the size of additional charges based on tax
audits (86%) and the outcome of court
proceedings (64%). Meanwhile, 57% of
surveyed companies use an effective rate
for profit tax as a key performance indicator
for evaluating their tax function.
As for the main “internal” problems,
respondents mentioned a lack of resources
in tax departments (73%), insufficient
tax automation (60%) and insufficient
tax expert involvement in evaluating tax
consequences for key operations (73%).

Dima Yakovlev law’s impact on business
On January 1st the law unofficially called
“The Dima Yakovlev law” took effect. Its
most hotly discussed point is the ban on
US citizens from adopting children who
are Russian citizens. However, this is
just one of its many points. In actuality,
there are other norms in the law regarding
foreign organizations and foreign citizens
economic activities in the Russian
Federation. What threats does the “Dima
Yakovlev” law pose for business?
Besides the ban on adoption, in Law
N 272 dated 28.12.2012 “On measures for
influencing people involved in violating the
fundamental human rights and freedoms
and Russian citizens” rights and freedoms’
(that’s how the law is officially called), the
following limitations for US citizens have
been established: ban on entering the
country, ban on property management
including arrest of such property, ban

on investments, ban on performing
transactions, ban on conducting activities
by legal entities’ under their control and a
ban on taking part in managing Russian
organizations.
However, all these bans are not applicable
for all US citizens, but merely for those
who are included in a special list which
the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
has been instructed to draft. The Russian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs can only include
those who have violated fundamental
human rights, committed a crime against a
Russian citizen and has made decisions on
behalf of the government which, according
to the Russian Federation, violate the
rights and interests of Russian citizens and
organizations protected under law.

Yet another sphere which falls under the
jurisdiction of the “Dima Yakovlev law” is
the activities of non-commercial political
organizations funded by the US. The
activities of such organizations are to be
suspended by the Russian Ministry of
Justice.
As we can see, “Dima Yakovlev” does in
no way impact regular business and can
only pertain to American businessmen
only if they committed any crimes against
Russian citizens (in exceptional cases).
“Dima Yakovlev” sanctions do not threaten
the main bulk of foreign business. Also,
one should keep in mind that currently the
list of people subject to sanctions has not
even been drafted and the procedure for
approving it hasn’t be outlined.

Simply stated, only criminals and civil
servants can be included in the list.

We are growing, but slowly
Russian prime minister, Dmitry Medvedev,
when giving a speech at the Worldwide
Economic Forum in Davos, declared that
in order for the Russian economy to grow
by no less than 5% annually investments
should growth by at least 10% per year
during the next few years. First off, it
is necessary to boost investments in
transportation and energy infrastructure
by replacing old and inefficiency equipment
with new, highly efficiency equipment. The
task set is quite ambitious, to say the least.

Direct investments are growing
Today investors are willing to view Russia
as an attractive country for investments.
Preliminary data from the Ministry of
Economic Development and Trade show
that direct foreign investments into

Russia’s economy grew from 56 billion
dollars in 2011 to 60 billion dollars in 2012.
“Although we are often self-critical,
and rightly so, regarding the quality of
our investment climate and attracting
investments in general, Russia looks quite
good in numerous other countries. In 2011
almost 56 billion dollars of direct foreign
investments were made in our country.
This year we’re predicting a figure of
roughly 60 billion dollars” – stated Andrei
Belousov, the head of the Ministry of
Economic Development and Trade, when
presenting at the State council at the end
of December 2012. Therefore, the volume
of direct foreign investments in the Russian
Federation over the past year may grow by
roughly 7%.

Rosstat (Russia’s statistical center) is
still processing information on investment
flows over the past year, but it is already
known that based on the results of three
quarters of last year the volume of foreign
investments (taking into account direct
investments) decreased by 14.4% (up to
114.5 billion dollars) relative to data from
the first three quarters of 2011. Direct
foreign investments grew by 4.6% – up to
12.277 billion dollars.

Last year Russia was 10th
out of 20 leading countries
in the world on the amount
of direct foreign investments
for the year
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applied. We’d like to remind our readers
that Russian tax payers will be obligated
to report (for the first time) in accordance
with transfer pricing regulations this
spring (see pg. 12 for more details).
According to respondents, the transactions
which will be studied by tax authorities will
mostly be internal group funding (41%)
and commodity buy-sell contracts (32%).
Only 14% of respondents are planning on
implementing transfer pricing regulations
on their own (without hiring consultants).
Despite the fact that the law on transfer
pricing and numerous other new tax
rules have taken effect, the majority of
respondents evaluate the influence of
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Also, direct investments will continue to
grow. This will promote Russia’s accession
to the WTO in 2012, in addition to ensuring
a relatively favorable situation on the world
market and improvement on the capital
markets which one can observe this year.

“This is taking into consideration the overall
tendency towards investment outflow from
developing countries due to the debt crisis
in Europe. Without taking into account
this factor Russia has attracted 263 billion
dollars of direct foreign investments over
the last 5 years. This is 6th in the world
and second after China amongst BRICS
countries” – says the head of the Ministry
of Economic Development and Trade.

The head economist at BNP Paribas, Yulia
Tseplyaeva, believes that: “If things go
our way capital outflow may amount to
20-25 billion dollars, but this is not the
most probable developmental scenario.
If TNK BP shareholders decide to “park”
their money (29 billion dollars) abroad,
then capital outflow from Russia in 2013
may reach 45 billion dollars”.

Capital is running out of the
country slightly slower
Generally speaking, the inflow of
investments into Russia is traditionally
compensated by a capital outflow. Gross
capital outflow from the Russian Federation
by the private sector in the fourth quarter of
2012, according to preliminary data on the
payment balance, amounted to 9.4 billion
dollars versus 35 billion for an analogous
period for the previous year. Overall, the
outflow in 2012 totaled 56.8 billion dollars
versus 80.5 billion in 2011, according to
Bank of Russia’s calculations.
In December discussion heated up
regarding the figure calculated by the
Central Bank for pure capital outflow.
According to the authors of the Russian
Private Investment Fund and Ernst &
Young run research, the Central Bank’s
figure takes into account operations
which economically speaking cannot
be considered capital inflow-outflow.
For example, transactions on Russian
companies absorbing foreign assets
(thereby strengthening their international
position) are noted in Central Bank’s
statistics as capital outflow. Consequently,
experts say that Central Bank’s assessment
at least exceeds the real amount of capital
outflow by twofold.
In his turn, the head of the Central Bank,
Sergei Ignatyev has stated numerous
times that this uncharacteristically high
for developing countries capital outflow
from Russia can be linked mostly to its
unfavorable investment climate.
The positive capital inflow-outflow
balance in 2012 can be attributed solely
to operations in the non-financial sector
which by the end of the year totaled 80.4
billion dollars of gross capital outflow.
Companies increased their foreign assets
by 98.9 billion dollars, while the item
“gross mistakes and gaps” made the result
worse by 10.4 billion dollars. Foreign
passive assets in the non-financial sector
grew by 28.9 billion dollars over the course
of the year which slightly compensated the
record outflow figures.

The banking sector at the end of the year
noted a gross capital outflow of 23.6 billion
dollars: banks boosted their foreign assets
by 15.9 billion dollars while simultaneously
increasing their foreign passive assets by
39.5 billion dollars.
Capital outflow from Russia can be
attributed to the risks with which investors
encounter in the country when funding
their projects. Arkady Dvorkovich, the
vice-premier, stated this. He clarified that
the macro-economic situation in Russia is
not the reason for such outflow, but rather
its insufficiently good investment climate
does the trick.
In 2013 the Bank of Russia is forecasting
a decrease in net private capital outflow
down to 10 billion dollars given that the
price of oil will be 97 dollars per barrel
(that’s the base prediction). If the price of
gas decreases to 73 dollars per barrel the
Central Bank is expecting gross capital
outflow to settle at 35 billion dollars, while
if oil reaches 121 dollars per barrel a zero
capital outflow-inflow is expected.

A slew of forecasts
Expert forecasts turn out to be worse than
the Bank of Russia’s base scenario.
In 2013 capital outflow will amount to
roughly 20 billion dollars, forecasts the
head economist at Deutsche Bank in
Russia, Yaroslav Lisovolik. “We believe that
outflow will drop relative to the previous
year partially due to a lesser degree of risks
(economic, political and global). We are
expecting not only a decrease in capital
outflow, but an inflow growth including for
portfolio investments” – he clarified.

“This year we are expecting a gross private
capital inflow of 50 billion dollars, but like
in previous years the outflow of foreign
investments from the Russian Federation
on acquiring foreign assets will turn out to
be higher” – says the head economist at
HSBC, Aleksandr Morozov.
The situation with direct foreign
investments (which are so much desired by
the Russian government) is not particularly
good now, says Mrs. Tseplyaeva. “But this
figure is traditionally low in Russia and has
never exceeded 1% of GDP. Direct foreign
investments remain negative for the third
year in a row which is cause for concern for
the government” – Tseplyaeva considers.
The balance of direct foreign investments
will most likely remain negative, seconds
Mr. Morozov. “One can expect that nonresidents will be taken into account. On
the one hand, the fact that the Russian
economy is growing (unlike Eurozone
economies) makes investments in the
Russian Federation a bit more interesting,
while on the other hand, growth prospects
in the Russian economy do not look so
cheery. The country is not developing as
quickly as it was before the 2008 crisis” –
he argues.
By the way, in 2012 a few changes which
will promote capital inflow occurred. “It
is important that the rhetoric regarding
foreign investments in the oil and
gas sectors has changed. Before the
government gave foreign businessmen
wishing to invest in the raw materials
sector a solid “no”, while now civil servants
are talking about joint shelf and deposit
development in Eastern Siberia” – says
Tseplyaeva. Also there are many joint
projects on geological exploration. “If oil
will be found then many big investments
may potentially come flowing into these
regions”.
Maria Selivanova,
editor of the expert portal www.opec.ru,

The world community views oil extraction in Russia as the most
competitive sector; therefore we should put our first big hopes on
changing the economic situation in the country on this industry

exclusively for Russian Survey
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First and foremost, Russia is intending on
using its chairman status in the G-20 for
resolving its own economic development
problems, perfecting its financial regulating
mechanisms and even for battling against
corruption. It is a well-known fact that
a prophet is not recognized in his home
country; therefore Russian authorities are
planning on using international practices,
recommendations from the top expert
centers in the world and obligatory G-20
decisions for giving their own decisions on
accelerating reforms geared towards faster
domestic economic growth more weight.

A top umbrella for the G-20

Russia officially became the G-20 chairman
on December 1st, 2012, taking over the
reigns from Mexico. The results of Russia’s
time at the helm were summed up at the
summit in Saint Petersburg on September
5th-6th.

Work in the organization took a step up at
the end of 2008 when during the heat of the
financial crisis the first meeting for world
leaders took place for G-20 countries.
“World leaders were incredibly lucky that
by 2008 the mechanism for coordinating
financial regulating policies had already

The group of 20 (G-20) was created
in 1999 as a collective for the heads of
finance ministries and central banks in
19 of the largest (in economic terms)
countries from all the continents plus the
European Union. This was seen as a reflex
to the currency crisis at the end of the
1990’s. Representatives from countries
accounting for roughly 90% of world GDP
and controlling 80% of world trade tried
to coordinate national financial regulating
policies in order to avoid a repeat crisis.

existed almost ten years” – states Sergei
Storchak, the Russian Deputy Minister
of Finance and one of the two Russian
representatives in the G-20, confidently.
Coordination mechanisms were in place.
It’s a whole other matter that up until
2008 the global economy was developing
pretty comfortably. The “group of 20”
did not have to work on making tough,
quick and coordinated decisions which
were needed during the tough financial
crisis. Suddenly it became necessary to
create a regulatory arbitrage mechanism
for correcting the situation during which
finance ministries from various countries
were not coordinated amongst themselves.
These potent political
successfully discussed
level meetings in 2008.
claims that it turned out

issues were
during topMr. Storchak
that by having
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“Contacts had been set
up, task forces had been
created, people had
learned how to coordinate
with one another, listen to
each other and come to
an agreement on the most
touchy and hot topicmoney. They learned how
to share and compromise”
“umbrella” leaders many unresolvable
problems started to work themselves out
much quicker.

Development money
The main problems which G-20 will try to
resolve in the near future, including during
Russia’s chairman term, are finding new
investment sources and the sovereign
loans problem. “Financial sources which
can replace bank loans are needed. Due
to excessive lending and big problems
with balances of banks loan resources
have become practically inaccessible for
companies. It is possible that the share
market could once again become an
alternative source of long-term investment
resources for production. Regulators need
to figure out why this instrument started to
freeze up” – said Mr. Storchak during one
of his interviews.
Russia is intending on analyzing the
effectiveness of the steps taken by G-20
on making the sovereign loan market
more transparent. Also, the Russians are
going to try to solve the issue regarding
state borrowers’ liability for its own loan
stability like is the case in those countries
with long-reaching traditions of “civilized
borrowing”. “So that sovereigns wouldn’t
lose their mind when they gain wider access
to loan markets” – clarified Mr. Storchak.

During its year as chair Russia is
intending changing the country
quota calculation formula within
IMF management, creating a
mechanism for re-distributing
these quotas when the world
market evolves and linking
this quota to the country’s
contribution to IMF’s capital
President Vladimir Putin noted that
one Russia’s priorities during its
chairman term is to reshape the currency
system. But Storchak believes that this

countries took protectionist measures. In
Seoul (2010) the unacceptable nature of
currency wars was discussed. Now, in 2013
everyone is awaiting a new wave of wars.

Foreign trade production process

Sergei Storchak,
Russian Deputy Minister of Finance
© RIA Novosti, Ramil Sitdikov

matter involves not only changing the
International Monetary Fund’s (IMF)
role or reconsidering reserve currency’s
function. At the IMF the proportion of votes
for industrially-developed countries and
emerging markets should be readjusted
based on their new weight in the world
economy.

Self-initiated reforms
Russia views G-20’s main potential as
an expert and analytic center guiding
the organization. We are intending on
using the research conducted there and
recommendations crafted by the Group
purely in a utilitarian manner – for solving
our own money and financial regulation
problems. “The most evident and main
purpose for our membership in G-20 is
that it allows us to take financial regulatory
measures within our country which are in
line with the best world practices” – says
Mr. Storchak.
The Deputy Chairman of the Bank of
Russia, Sergei Shvetsov, has the same
opinion regarding the matter. “G-20, first
and foremost, for Russia is a bank of ideas”
which has accumulated a lot of experience
(both positive and negative). Decisions
and recommendations made by G-20 have
incredible value. Representatives from the
leading financial centers across the world
take part in developing them, but Russia
also takes part in making such decisions.
Shvetsov is sure that the obligation to
perform G-20 adopted documents serves
as an accelerator for internal Russian
reforms.
“I would not say that a mechanism for
implementing G-20 decisions has already
taken shape, but not one country has
a way to slip away from performing the
obligations to agreed to perform” –
argues the president of the Russian Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs,
Aleksandr Shokhin. He cites the battle
against protectionism (which was declared
one of G-20’s priorities during its first
meeting in 2008) as an example. After
this meeting, during the next month 19

The battle against protectionist measures
has yet to bring concrete results, admits
Gabriela Ramos, the General Secretary
in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation,
its
representative
in
G-20. But she hopes that a serious
breakthrough will happen in this area
(truth be told, not during Russia’s chair
term, but at the upcoming 2014 summit
in Brisbane, Australia). She believes that
markets should be open for export since
international production cooperation is
acquiring more and more significance.
“Today it is difficult to say where goods
are products – production chains are
spread across the whole world” – notes
the representative from the Organization
of Economic Cooperation. Therefore,
any foreign trade barriers hinder real
production growth.
Under the G-20 framework it is possible
that an absolutely new format (differing

Aleksandr Shokhin,
President of the Russian Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs
© RIA Novosti, Ekaterina Chesnokova

“It is necessary to address
the issue of gaining free
access to not only raw
materials and sales markets,
but to technology too.
Innovative technology
has remained closed for
other countries for a long
time now. For example,
gas extraction from oilshale was closed to many
countries for awhile,
along with technology for
working on developed oil
and gas deposits”

MAIN

“It is necessary to find solutions in order to
make the low-efficient financial sector work
harder on overcoming the consequences
of the global crisis while stimulating
economic growth. This relates to loans and
their interest rates. How can one get back
to the pre-crisis level of trust in investment
loans? We need to create roughly another
50 million jobs in order to reach the precrisis level” – said Mrs. Ramos, outlining
the task ahead.

Financial liberalization under
strict control
Aasim Hussain, Deputy Director of the
European Department of the IMF, outlined
a task facing the G-20: “the previous
strategy of complete capital market
liberalization should not be our goal.
Liberalization of monetary flows is a good
thing, but it is vital to strengthen the global
economic system by means of building
defense mechanisms, political cooperation
and coordination. All of this will allow us to
reduce volatility on financial markets”.
The crisis showed that it is necessary to
create a global system for assisting those
countries which were most impacted by
the crisis based on the mechanisms used
for revitalizing Greece. “It is necessary to
build a defense system which will not allow
countries to slip into such a situation.

The next priority is market transparency
and trust for economic growth. Lack of the
latter is one of the main problems which led
to volatility on financial and raw material
markets and put the brakes on investments
and economic growth.
And finally, effective regulation for economic
growth. G-20 has viewed financial
regulation not only as an instrument
for preventing a crisis, but as a force for
stimulating economic growth.
Finances are the key part, but not the whole
scope of G-20’s work.

Kseniya Yudaeva,
head of the Expert Management of the
Russian President, representative of the
Russian Federation in the G-20
© RIA Novosti, Ekaterina Chesnokova

“The effectiveness of prohibitive
measures in the financial sphere
is dubious”
Regulation in the financial sphere should
be geared not only towards preventing
a crisis, but also it should be focused on
stimulating economic growth, declared
Kseniya Yudaeva at the “G-20 Answers to
the Global Challenges” round table.
“Russia suggested that we focus on policies
stimulating economic growth not only
in the short-term, but in the mid-term.
This envisages supporting investment and
conducting performs. Our priorities are
investments and creating jobs”.

We are also hoping on achieving serious
results in other areas. Based on the new
statistical database for added value chains
one can address the issue of partially
reshaping our understanding of trade and
investment policies as policies on developing
global production chains for creating value.
Also, one can reconsider our understanding
of trade barriers (including non-traditional
ones) which hinder the normal functioning
of such chains.
Work on exchanging environmental
practices in the energy resource extraction
sphere on the shelf will continue in the
energy sector.
The new question which Russia is
addressing is investment process regulation
systems. We are hoping that we will emerge
with a new system for exchanging best
practices in this field.
There is a pretty large agenda on developing
human capital. Russian priorities in this
field pertain to financial exclusiveness
(the unavailability of banking services for

An increase of IMF resources by more
than 1 trillion dollars will help build the
foundations for an international currency
and financial system” – said Mr. Hussain,
emphasizing the importance of this issue.
Dmitry Pankin, head of the Federal
Service on Russian Financial Markets
agrees with his colleagues by saying that
implementing the decisions made during
the summits in real legal practice for the
country participants is a big problem.
“Should countries just get a slap on the
wrist or should there be a mechanism for
strictly controlling performance of the
decisions made? Such a mechanism is
shaping up in the financial sphere since
there are regulators who have “black”
lists with violator countries and all these
countries’ banks are limited in terms of
opening correspondent accounts and loans
to companies from these countries will be

poorer classes which thereby exacerbates
their poverty and deprives them of the
opportunity of breaking this cycle –
RS), funding infrastructure projects and
supporting education.
There is a quite significant agenda on
employment issues. We decided to take
a look at the job creation process. We will
hold a joint meeting between finance and
labor ministers for the first time. Keeping
in mind Russia’s labor distribution amongst
departments we are also inviting the
Ministry of Economic Development and
Trade to take part in this discussion.
Additionally, Russia is working on
implementing the G-20 plan on the fight
against corruption. For this project it is
particularly important to involve business
and society in this process.
The group of 20 has made suggestions on
the need to draft an international agreement
on taxation for companies working in
different jurisdictions since tax optimization
has gotten a bit too large. We believe that
this is one of the main issues, but it’s not
key. The topic of “de-offshoring” has not
been named correctly since it envisages
attempts to forbid everything. Prohibitive
measures are not the central idea. The most
important thing is improving jurisdictions’
ability to compete.
The effectiveness of prohibitive measures, at
least in the financial sphere, is dubious. We
have a ton of prohibitive measures on capital
outflow, but it still remains large’.
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from the one in the WTO) for discussing
world trade procedures may be found. This
must be done through having an approach
to trade like towards a participant in the
global chain for shaping added value,
says the head of the G-20 Expert Council,
Sergei Drobyshevsky: “Trade today is
not just commodity exchange between
different countries – it is an important
internal production process”.
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held to higher reserve demands. On other
G-20 topics there is no such clear sanction
mechanism in place” – states Mr. Pankin.
This mechanism should appear as G-20
crystallizes into a clear international
organization.

international partnerships and policy group
at the World Bank, Jeff Chelsky, it depends
on its ability to take into consideration
the interests of a wide group of countries
(including African ones) when making
decisions.

This process is not particularly simple
Mr. Pankin pointed out that coordination
between G-20, “the group of eight and the
IMF is not going over very smoothly since
everything overlaps and is a bit of whack”.
For example, many currency system and
financial regulation issues which G-20
made decisions upon were not received
warmly by IMF representatives since they
believe that these issues are within their
competence.

He points out that international economic
cooperation is one of the most difficult
and complicated forms of coordination
between governments. The mechanism for
coming to a consensus is over estimated by
many. All countries have not only different
interests, but they have fundamentally
different mechanisms for making decisions
and implementing such decisions. Due to
this it is very difficult to shape a common
agenda.

Many people worldwide have high
expectations regarding understanding
the role and essence of G-20, but the
legitimacy of this organization does not
boil down to the fact that it accounts for
80% of the world economy. According the
leading economist and coordinator of the

Drobyshevsky is confident that before
2008 the system for distributing financial
resources was relatively clear, investment
flows were pretty well-known and
developed countries were viewed as the
main investment source in developing
countries, but now, quite to the contrary,

countries with developing economies
have large financial resources, while
developed countries are de-leveraging and
decreasing their own financial capabilities.
G-20 decisions should be geared towards
correcting the commonly-accepted views
on investment flows and on the role these
flows play in the economic growth of
various economic centers worldwide.
Experts worldwide are counting on the
fact that Russia, as a new player and
independent chairman in the G-20 club,
may be the country whose term will lead to
serious breakthroughs.
Andrei Susarov,
correspondent
for the information agency “Finmarket”,
exclusively for Russian Survey

Can Russia become a tax off-shore zone for
wealthy foreigners?

O

ne of the most hotly discussed tax news of the beginning of the year was

how Gerard Depardieu was granted Russian citizenship after he expressed his
indignation regarding high taxes in his home country of France. Russia declares

that its personal income tax rate is actually one of the lowest in Europe. So can Russia
become a tax off-shore zone for foreigners?

The lowest rate?
We’ll start our survey of income tax rules
with that very rate which claims to be
one of the lowest in Europe. In actuality,
Russia’s 13 percent, which are deducted
from the majority of income sources, is
significantly lower than the 45–55%
deducted from Europeans. At the same
time one must say that there any other
“friendly” tax jurisdictions. For example,
in Bulgaria the tax rate is only 10% and
the same rate is used in Kazakhstan. The
tax rate isn’t much higher in Hong Kong,
Czech Republic and Lithuania (15%),
Hungary and Romania (16%) or Ukraine
(17%).
However, when making such comparisons
one should remember that in Russia the
13% tax rate is not applied to all forms
of income. Firstly, only tax residents
(those who have spent more than 183
calendar days in Russia during a 12-month
period) have the right to such a rate. If
that condition is not met then the tax
rate increases to 30%. That is already

comparable to rates in Cyprus (35%),
Latvia (25%), Malta (35%), Poland
(32%) and India (30%). It is true that
there is one exception – dividends from
Russian companies are taxed at a rate of
merely 15% for non-residents which once
again returns Russia into the group of
jurisdictions with attractive tax rates.
Secondly, part of income (like for deposits
and loans with high interest rates), even for
residents, is taxed at a higher rate – 35%.

Which income falls under the
Russian rate
Only those foreigners who have spent
more than half of year during the course
of the year in Russia can make a claim
to pay income taxes of 13%. Those who
make frequent trips to Russia are subject
to the increased tax rate of 35%, but not
all foreigners’ income items fall under this
rate. According to the Russian Tax Code
the only income taxed is that income which
non-residents receive from sources within
the Russian Federation.

MAIN

We would like to point out that if a
foreigner lives in Russia more than a half
of year then all of his/her income received
abroad will be subject to the 13% rate. In
that case in order to not pay taxes twice
(both in Russia and abroad) it is necessary
to determine whether or not Russia has
entered into a double taxation agreement
with the country where the foreigner paying
personal income tax in Russia.* If such an

agreement has not been signed then one
must use tax consultants to determine
whether or not such income is subject to
personal income taxation in the country
where the income has been received.

Before packing your bags
Therefore, Russia can only be considered a
real tax off-shore zone for those foreigners
who become Russian tax residents and
only for those countries with whom double
taxation avoidance agreements (which
establish that foreigners are exempt from
paying taxes on the same source of income
in the country where the income has been
received if such a tax was already paid in
Russia) have been signed.

Russia will fall under the low (in comparison
with Europe) tax rate. This means that
foreigners must move their business
and financial flows to Russia in order to
lower their tax burden. Transferring one’s
business would inevitably force one to hire
personnel, consequently, social insurance
premiums must be paid out (roughly 30%
of each employee’s salary) along with profit
tax, VAT, etc. which may annul the whole
profit received from the lower personal
income tax.
Aleksei Krainev,
tax lawyer

If the opposite is true then only those
sources of income which were received in

Tax rates on personal income in Europe and Asia in 2013
Name of the country
Bulgaria
Kazakhstan
Russian Federation
Hong Kong
Lithuania
Czech Republic
Hungary
Romania
Ukraine
Slovak Republic
Estonia
Latvia
India
Poland
Cyprus
Malta
Slovenia
Luxemburg
Italy
Germany
Greece
France
Portugal
Ireland
Finland
Austria
Belgium
United Kingdom
Spain
the Netherlands
Denmark
Sweden

Tax rate (%)
10
10
13
15
15
15
16
16
17
19
21
25
30
32
35
35
41
41,34
43
45
45
45
46,5
48
49
50
50
50
52
52
55,38
56,6

* List of countries with whom such agreements have been signed:
Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Albania, Algeria, Armenia, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Brazil, Great Britain, Hungary, Venezuela, Vietnam, Germany, Greece, Denmark, Egypt, Israel,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Iceland, Spain, Italy, Kazakhstan, Canada, Qatar, Cyprus, Kyrgyzstan, China, North Korea, South Korea, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Macedonia, Malaysia, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Moldova, Mongolia, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Montenegro, Singapore, Syria,
Slovakia, Slovenia, USA, Tajikistan, Thailand, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, the Philippines, Finland, France, Croatia, Czech Republic, Switzerland, Sweden, Sri Lanka,
South Africa and Japan.
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This means that only income from activities
conducted in Russia – renting property,
salary, insurance payments, compensation
for licensing agreements, etc. will be taxed
at 35% (which is still significantly lower
than the 45–55% tax rate in the majority of
countries in continental Europe). Income
received outside of Russia do not fall under
the rate established by the Tax Code.
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Russia is still banking on oil

H

igh prices on hydrocarbon raw materials will allow the Russian economy to stay
afloat in 2013

Despite the fact that forecasts have appeared in the past few months predicting the
price of oil to stop growing, Russian analysts and industry experts are not expecting
any serious changes on the market. Prices will remain quite favorable for Russia and
money from the oil and gas sectors will keep forming the foundation for Russia’s budget.
According to the Director of the
Investment Analysis Department at the
investment company “Univer”, Dmitry
Aleksandrov, budget income in 2013
will amount to 12.8 trillion rubles, while
expenses will total 13.3 trillion rubles
(a deficit amounting to 0.8% of GDP or
521.4 billion rubles given the price of oil is
at 91 dollars per barrel).

on Brent oil quotes will hit a ceiling of 130
dollars per barrel, while WTI will reach 104
dollars. Joint actions by OPEC countries
regarding the amount of oil to be extracted
(which has recently dropped) will dictate
the high prices. Aggravation of the Iran
situation may lead to growth”.

“However, now expenses are calculated
irrespective of forecasted oil prices, but
rather they are based on the average price
over the course of 5 years. In turn, given
a forecasted price on oil of 97 dollars per
barrel, real expenses are calculated at 91
dollars per barrel. All additional income
from the oil and gas sector go towards the
Reserve Fund” – he noted.
According to him, the current situation
allows one to accumulate additional state
profit given a price of 20 dollars per barrel.
The government directly and indirectly
receives around 70% of this amount
(roughly 1.55 trillion rubles). Analysts,
when making their calculations, assume
a real forecast of 109 dollars per barrel,
consequently, the situation with meeting
the budget will be favorable and allow the
state to make additional reserves.
At the same time the leading analyst at
the Alpari Analytic Department, Leonid
Matveev, suggests that 2013 does not bode
to be successful for the Russian economy.
“In the first half of the year it is more than
likely that oil will continue to get stronger.
However, by the middle of the year grow

will develop at a growth rate of 3–4%
per year. However, it is worth noting that
resource nationalism policies are being
accompanied by reforms geared towards
development diversification. Russia’s
dependency on the price of oil is still
significant, but it is gradually dropping.
Also, one can call 2 factors keys to success:
first of all, the “security blanket” from
higher profit oil sales and secondly, one of
the lowest foreign debt to GDP ratios”.

Russia’s dependency
on the price of oil is
still significant, but it is
gradually dropping

For Russia the main threats boil down not
only to the price on oil, but to the amounts
to be exported to its European partners.
Due to the debt crisis in the Eurozone
supply may decrease which, naturally, will
reflect upon Russia’s ability to meet its
budget, points out the analyst.
“If things shape up this way (with the world
economy putting on the brakes) Russia

In his turn, an analyst from the financial
company AForex, Narek Avakyan, is
more than confident that the price of oil
will continue to hover above 100 dollars a
barrel. “In actuality, this is the benchmark
which balances the Russian budget
and allows the country to ensure 100%
macroeconomic stability. One should
expect to see an overall revitalization of the
Russian economy as a whole and strangely
enough very little will depend on the price
of oil”.
Completely different factors will come into
play.
Firstly, gradual improvement of the
situation in the European economy which

MARKET BREAKDOWN

“The main reasons for such factors are
the following: firstly, Russia’s accession to
the WTO is having an impact – Russian
producers are practically competing on
even footing with foreign companies;
consequently they are forced to improve
the quality of their products and improve
production efficiency as a whole”, – on
expert goes on. – “Secondly, improvement
of the European situation will significantly
alleviate banking funding (the European
financial market accounted for more
than 50% of Russia’s banking liquidity
before the crisis) which gradually will
allow for a decrease in interest rates on
loans and make them easier to acquire
which will lead to a growth in demand for

banking services (first and foremost, for
loans) from individuals and organizations.
This will jump start consumer demand
(mostly for durable products) and finally,
this will boost business activity in the
economy, which will consequently lead
to growth. Finally, thirdly, large-scale
state events (preparations for the 2014
Olympics in Sochi, the Football World
Championship in 2018, the University
Games in Kazan in 2013, the creation of
scientific communities like Skolkovo, etc.)
will ensure a stable portfolio of orders for
many Russian companies which will make
the economy stable over the next few years
and this will allow for additionally business
activity”.

One can state that the
modernization and
economic diversification
declared by the a
seems to finally be
picking up speed

“Hypercube” building in the innovation center “Skolkovo”, Moscow region
© RIA Novosti, Aleksey Fillipov

Additionally, according to him, another
important factor for such optimism
is the domestic IT sector which is
continuing to show double-digit growth
rates: the Russian IT industry is already
exceeding 25 billion dollars and has the
potential for at least 3-fold growth in the
upcoming 5 years. Finally, one can state
that the modernization and economic
diversification declared by the government
seems to finally be picking up speed. This
cannot be called excessive optimism for all
one has to do is simply look at employees
need for IT specialists and engineers and
compare their salaries to the average level
in Russia.
Sergey Slavin,
Economic observer,
exclusively for Russian Survey
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was one of the locomotives for development
of the Russian economy before the crisis.
Secondly, expanded cooperation with
Asian countries in energy and industrial
product supply (mostly in the military and
industry sectors) which may become a
strong foundation for ensuring the stability
of the Russian macro economy and its
exports. Finally, thirdly, development of
Russia’s own processing industry which
will gradually push out import and will try
to emerge onto export markets.
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TRANSFER PRICING

N

ew tax control rules on transfer pricing have been in force for more than a
year in Russia. These rules came into effect starting in 2012 and their goal is
to counteract the use of transfer prices for avoiding paying taxes and taking

profit out of Russia (by sending it abroad). We would like to point out that May 20th of

next year is the deadline for when taxpayers must submit an accounting report to tax
authorities on the transactions they completed throughout the year. Consequently,
taxpayers must report on their controlled transactions performed during 2012 by May
20th of this year.
Prices on transactions between associated
entities and transactions equated to them
(transactions with black and color metals,
oil and oil products, precious metals and
gems, transactions with off-shore zone
residents, transactions with independent
people whose role in upholding contracts is
minimal) are subject to control.
The list of associated entities is determined
based on the characteristics cited in the
Russian Tax Code. The Tax Code gives
tax authorities the right to try to prove
how entities are associated based on other
grounds which are not specified directly
in the Russian Tax Code, however if the
auditors believe that such entities are
associated, while the taxpayer does not
agree with that then the final decision is
made by a court for resolving tax additional
charge disputes.
The main requirement of the regulations
taking effect in 2012 outlines the pricing
tax consequences: the transaction parties
should use actual transaction prices (not
market ones) for taxation purposes.

Please note that:
Prices
on
transactions
between
associated entities and equated to them
transactions are subject to control if they
impact the size of the following taxes:
corporate income tax, personal income
tax, extraction tax and VAT (if one of the
transaction parties is exempt from paying
VAT). If the price of the transaction did

not lead to a decrease in the amount of
the tax to be paid then this price will not
be recalculated for taxation purposes.

• select data sources on comparable
transactions or establish that such data
does not exist;

Tax authorities have the right to request
documentation justifying the prices used.

• collect and systematize all available data
on comparable transactions by using
one of the methods which will allow one
to determine the real market price or
profitability of the audited transaction.

In order to determine whether or not
the prices used are justified controlled
transactions must be compared with other
similar transactions which do not fall under
such control. The following is needed for
this:

Control for transfer pricing is separated
into its own category of tax audits.

• determine the transaction terms which
are significant for auditing purposes;
• separate the terms impacting the price
into insignificant, derivative and random
ones;

The auditing company ICLC
offers its services on developing
policies for transfer pricing
The following measures are taken when
rendering services:
• conducting audits on the group
of companies for the purpose of
determining transactions subject to
tax control,
• auditing the compliance of applied
pricing methods to the requirements
outlined in the current law, making
suggestions on changing the pricing
system,

• calculating possible tax additional
charges,
• preparing
memorandums
and
the appropriate documentation
for controlled transactions to be
submitted to tax authorities.
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Main changes in the Russian legislation
from July 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012
Additionally, according to the law from July
1st through December 31st, 2013.

1. Administrative Offences Code
of the Russian Federation was
supplemented by new offences

• excise tax on 4th class gasoline will
amount to 8,960 rubles per ton instead
of 8,560 rubles envisaged earlier for
this period;

New offences content was established for:
• non-commercial
organizations
functioning as foreign agents not
providing information;

• excise tax on 5th class gasoline – 5,750
(instead of 5,143) rubles per ton,

• non-commercial
organizations
functioning as foreign agents conducting
activities not allowed by law for such
organizations;

• excise tax on 4th class diesel fuel – 5,100
(instead of 4,934) rubles per ton,
• excise tax on 5th class diesel fuel – 4,500
(instead of 4,334) rubles per ton.

• conducting activities in a noncommercial organization functioning
as a foreign agent in regards to which
a decision was made on suspending its
activities or taking part in such activities.

with fathers who are the sole breadwinners
in a family with numerous children or who
are raising numerous children if the mother
of such children is not employed and takes
care of the children.

These changes took effect on November
25th, 2012.

The excise tax on straight-run gasoline
starting on January 1st, 2013 will
amount to 10,229 rubles (instead of
9,617), while in 2014 it will be 11,252
rubles (instead of 10,579).

These changes took effect on November
24th, 2012.

Also, excise tax rates regarding excisable
goods have been set for 2015. In the
majority of cases excise tax rates have
been increased on average by 20 percent
in comparison with 2014 (the largest
rate increase will pertain to excise taxes
on alcoholic drinks, products containing
spirits and ethanol).

Administrative liability in regards to
inviting parties who submit intentionally
false information (when filing emigration
documents to enter the Russian
Federation) on the foreigner’s purpose for
being in the Russian Federation has been
introduced.
Regulations
pertaining
to
statue
of limitations rules for imposing
administrative sanctions on someone,
the size of an administrative fine for not
declaring goods in the established manner
and the procedure for determining the cost
of confiscated things.
These changes took effect on January
11th, 2013.

2. The breadwinner won’t be fired
Changes have been made to the
Russian Labor Code (Federal Law dated
12.11.2012 NO. 188-F3 “On Making
Changes to Article 261 of the Russian
Labor Code”)
A ban on terminating a labor contract by the
employer has been established, including

3. Culinary fat will be taxed by
10% VAT
A supplement has been made to Article 164
of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation
with regard to the preferential operations
taxed under VAT 10%. Now this includes
the sale of culinary and bread-baking fat,
along with milk fat, cacao butter and spread
replacements.
These changes took effect on January
1st, 2013.

4. The list of excisable goods has
been supplemented
As of the second half of 2013 heating gas
oil made from diesel fractions (straight
distilled) and/or of a secondary nature
boiling at a temperature anywhere from 280
to 360 degrees Celsius is now considered
an excisable good. The excise tax will be
collected at the following rate: from July
1st through December 31st, 2013 – 5,860
rubles per ton, in 2014 – 6,446 rubles per
ton, while in 2015 – 7,735 rubles per ton.

These changes took effect on January
1st, 2013.

LAW DIGEST
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5. New rates on extraction tax
for gas

stored centrally and are issued by Russian
organizations playing foreign organizations
acting in the interests of third parties.

New rates on extraction tax regarding
natural fuel gas from all the different types
of carbon raw material deposits:

These changes took effect on February
2nd, 2013.

• in 2013 it will be 622 rubles per 1,000
cubic meters of gas (it was 582 rubles
before the changes took place);
• in 2014 it will be 700 rubles per 1,000
cubic meters of gas (earlier it was 622
rubles).
At the same time the coefficient correcting
the tax rate for particular taxpayer
categories has been increased (in 2013
the coefficient has been increased from
0.455 to 0.646, while in 2014 it has been
increased from 0.447 to 0.673).
Additionally, tax rates and a coefficient
adjusting the tax rate amount have been
established for 2015.
These changes took effect on January
1st, 2013.

6. Bad debt, amortization
and other amendments to the
corporate income tax
Amendments envisaging the following
have been made to the chapter “Corporate
income tax”:

8. Luxemburg-Russian Federation:
new taxation rules
A treaty has been ratified on making
changes to the Agreement between
Russia and Luxemburg on avoiding
double taxation and preventing tax
evasion regarding income and property
taxes signed on November 21st, 2011 in
Moscow (Federal Law dated 30.12.2012
No. 301-FZ “On Ratifying the Treaty
on making changes to the Agreement
between Russia and Luxemburg on
avoiding double taxation and preventing
tax evasion regarding income and
property taxes”).
The main purpose of the Treaty is
the description in the new edition of
Article 26 “Exchanging Information”
in the Agreement in accordance with
the recommendations made by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and
Development
geared
towards
increasing information exchange efficiency
between Russian and Luxembourgian tax
authorities, including information held

The Agreement has been supplemented
by regulations which allow for taxation at
the payment source on income from the
alienation of shares in companies whose
capital is 50 percent or more real estate.
Upon agreement by the parties, Article 29,
“Excluding certain types of companies” of
the Agreement is replaced by a new Article
29 “Limiting Benefits”, the provisions of
which will more effectively prevent the use
of illegal agreements to minimize taxes.

9. Offshores have been “awarded”
with stringent regulations
The list of countries and territories offering
preferential tax treatment and/or do not
provide for the disclosure and provision
of information on financial transactions
(Order of the Ministry of Finance of
Russia from 21.08.2012 N 115n) has been
approved.
In accordance with Russian law on
taxes and duties regarding transactions
performed with organizations based in
these areas, more stringent measures
of tax regulation are now in place. In
particular, this pertains to dividends
received by Russian organizations from
Russian or foreign companies located in
these offshore areas, the reduced income
tax rate (0 percent) is not used.

• general
procedure
for
accruing
amortization
regarding
property
considered to be mobilization capacities,
• a limitation on the right to use a
special increasing coefficient for the
main amortization norm in regard to
capital assets used in an aggressive
environment (this right can only be acted
upon in regards to capital assets in the
accounting report up until 01.01.2014);
• the concept of ‘bad debt’ has been
clarified (now that debt which a bailiff
recognizes as being un-returnable by
issuing an order on the termination of
the court process). For example, if it is
impossible to establish where the debtor
or his/her property is located or if such
property is absent and all measures
taken by the bailiff have not given any
results.
These changes took effect on January
1st, 2013.

7. Income from state currency
papers have been added to the
Tax Code
The Russian Tax Code has been
supplemented by articles regulating
taxation regarding individuals’ and legal
entities’ income received from federal
state currency papers, in addition to
other currency papers which must be

by banks, loan organizations, nominal
holders, agents or trustees. Information
exchange will be performed on all taxes.
Article 5 “Permanent Establishment”
of the Agreement is supplemented by
provisions allowing for taxation on a
significant part of income received from
rendering services and activities performed
through independent agents.
The minimum tax rate on dividends at the
source has been set at 5 percent.
A procedure for income tax to be paid on
investment fund shares, including real
estate funds which have not been taxed in
Russia so far, has been established.

10. No VAT!
The list of equipment whose import into the
Russian Federation is not subject to VAT
has been expanded (Government Decree
dated 30.04.2009 No. 372 “On approving
the list of technological equipment
(including components and spare parts),
analogues of which are not produced in
the Russian Federation, the importation of
which to the Russian Federation shall not
be subject to value added tax”.

11. To be considered official
information
According to information received from
the Bank of Russia on 19.10.2012 “On

LAW DIGEST
The law has been supplemented with
articles dealing the main points of receiving
dividends in cash for the shares and the
income in the form of money and other
monetary payments on nominal bonds.
It has been determined that the depositary
is not entitled to giving an order on crediting
the securities of Russian issuer issued in
the Russian Federation to the account

15 Investments funds have gotten
a second wind
On September 1, 2012 changes to the
Federal Law dated 29.11.2001 N 156-FZ
“On Investment Funds” (hereinafter –
the Law) took effect:
The law established:
• the rules for repaying the fractional parts
of investment shares;
• the procedure for exchanging investment
shares of one open-end investment fund
for shares of another fund’s launch date
based upon the decision of the managing
company;
• restrictions on the purchase of mutual
funds;
• the rules for sending and receiving orders
to/from the FFMS of Russia.
One can transfer company management
powers and authority to others.

12. The Bank of Russia will open
ruble correspondent accounts for
foreign banks
According to Federal Law of 25.12.2012
No. 266-FZ “On Amending Article 46 of
the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of
the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)”
the Bank of Russia has the right to open
or maintain correspondent accounts for
foreign central (national) banks in Russian
rubles.
The law allows the Bank of Russia
without limitation to open and maintain
correspondent accounts for foreign central
(national) banks in Russian rubles, as well
as to transfer money on behalf of foreign
central (national) banks on their accounts.
Performing these operations is necessary,
in particular, for the Bank of Russia to
uphold its international obligations, to
work towards the promotion of the ruble as
a reserve currency, and to address issues
related to the conversion of funds through
the correspondent accounts of foreign
central (national) banks for the purpose of
servicing Russian military units, military
personnel and their families living outside
of Russia.

13. The main points for receiving
dividends have been clarified
Changes have been made to the Federal
Law of 22.04.1996 No. 39-FZ “On the
Securities Market”.

opened for it in a foreign organization as a
person acting in the interest of others.
The procedure for issuing equity securities
has been clarified.
Takes effect on February 2nd, 2013.

14. National payment system has
been launched
As of July 1, 2012 most of the provisions
of the Federal Law dated 27.06.2011
N 161 – FZ “On the National Payment
System” (hereinafter – the Law on the
Payment System) have taken effect.
In accordance with the definition of the
rules of the payment system, the payment
system and controlling their performance
have been assigned to the operator of the
payment system.
Service payment infrastructure operators
provide money transfer services –
settlement, clearing and operational
centers. The law on the payment system
provides for separation of functions related
to performing payments.
Participants in the payment system are
the organizations which have joined the
payment system for performing money
transfers under the rules of the payment
system.
In addition, the Law on the payment
system has given the Bank of Russia
broad authority and powers to regulate the
activities of payment systems in Russia.

A provision allowing one to establish the
position to provide specialized depositary
rights to involve another depository to
perform duties for storing securities owned
by the joint-stock investment fund or
mutual fund account for property, and (or)
recognition of the rights to such securities
the contract with the joint investment fund
or in the rules of trust management.
The list of actions, as a result of which
the Federal Financial Markets Service of
Russia may ban management companies
to perform operations according to the law
(for example, to place stock investment
fund shares to or simultaneously produce,
exchange and redeem mutual fund shares,
etc.) has been expanded.
The list of grounds for revoking licenses
of equity investment funds, management
companies and specialized depositories
has been supplemented.
The grounds for not registering the rules
of mutual fund trust management or
amendments made to these rules have
been expanded.
The law also provides for the establishment
of a new type of mutual funds – stock
exchange ones.

16. All banned sites, come here!
A procedure for including web sites in the
register of sites containing information
whose dissemination is prohibited in the
Russian Federation has been regulated.
On November 1, 2012 an electronic form
for receiving complaints/requests from
authorities, businesses and individuals
about websites with illegal information
started functioning.
The single register of sites on the Internet
containing information, the dissemination
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requests made in the Bank of Russia on
foreign currency exchange rates against the
ruble”, information about foreign currency
exchange rates against the ruble which
was published on the official website of the
Bank of Russia is the official information
of the Bank of Russia and does not require
additional written confirmation from the
Bank of Russia.
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of which is prohibited in Russia can be
found at zapret-info.gov.ru.

17. The base for accruing insurance
payments has grown a bit
As of January 1st, 2013 the maximum base
size for accruing insurance payments in
non-budget funds is 568,000 rubles.
(Government Decree dated 10.12.2012
NO. 1276 “On the maximum base value
accruing insurance payments in state
funds as of January 1, 2013”)
As of January 1st, 2013 the indexation
factor has been set at 1.11.
From payments exceeding that value
accrued by employee cumulatively from
the beginning of the year, contributions
are paid to the Pension Fund, Federal
Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund
and Social Insurance Fund, while on the
amount exceeding this only insurance
payments are made on compulsory pension
insurance.

occupational diseases and the cost of
providing insurance and shaped by
economic activity have been established.
(Order No. 625n dated 25.12.2012 from
the Russian Ministry of Labor).

(Federal Law dated 30.12.2012
No. 303-FZ “On Amendments to
Article 25 and 25.6 of the Federal Law”
“On the Procedure for Leaving and
Entering the Russian Federation”)

A classification of economic activities
in classes of occupational risk has been
established in accordance with the
Federal Law “On compulsory social
insurance against industrial accidents
and occupational diseases” to differentiate
insurance rates.

Representatives and employees of large
foreign companies which invest in Russia
or companies involved in a project for
creating the Skolkovo innovation center or
an international financial center in Russia
have been given the opportunity to obtain
visas in Russian diplomatic and consular
agencies abroad by directly addressing a
federal executive body authorized by the
Russian Federation. The above mentioned
persons may receive an ordinary business
visa valid for five years instead of one year
under the current legislation of the Russian
Federation.

20. Highly skilled foreign
professionals do not need work
permits
Foreign citizens temporarily residing in
the Russian Federation are exempt from
obtaining work permits.
Employers (work and service customers)
have the right to send applications to
the Federal Migration Service of Russia
and its territorial bodies for hiring highly
skilled foreign professionals (application
for renewing their work permits), by using
information and telecommunications

23. To the Olympics in the
express lane
The procedure for receiving visas by foreign
citizens taking part in preparing and
holding the XXII Winter Olympic Games
and XI Paralympic Winter Games in 2014
in Sochi has been simplified:

18. Social Security Territory Fund
will issue maternity leave checks
The list of cases in which the appointment
and payment of temporary disability and
maternity leave by the Social Security
territory fund has been expanded.
Allowances are made directly by the
insurer’s regional agency, in particular,
when it is impossible to determine the
location of the employer and his/her
property which may be levied. The grounds
for assigning and paying such benefits
are a court decision establishing the fact
of non-payment of benefits to the insured
person.
Employers are now required to include
a certificate of earnings provided to
employees upon termination, information
on the period of temporary disability,
maternity leave, child care and the periods
of leave from work with full or partial salary,
if the relevant payment is not charged
premiums.
Also, the procedure for determining the
average wage forming the basis for which
benefits for temporary disability and
maternity are calculated has been adjusted.

19. 32 classes of professional risks
32 classes of professional risks reflecting
the levels of occupational accidents,

networks, including the Internet, including
single portal of public and municipal
services.

21. Additional grounds for visas
An additional category of grounds for
issuing visas to travel to Russia for foreign
citizens and persons without citizenship
has been introduced, and the possibility for
not using the grounds for issuing visas is
noted, if required by an international treaty
signed by the Russian Federation (Article
25 of the Federal Law of August 15, 1996
No 114-FZ “On the Procedure for Leaving
and Entering the Russian Federation”).

22. Visas for investors
Employees of foreign companies investing
in Russia will be able to receive ordinary
business visas valid for five years.

• issuing a visa is possible based on
applications coming from the Sochi 2014
Organizational Committee on applying
for a regular single-entry, doubleentry or multi-entry visa at a Russian
diplomatic or consular institution;
• these people are exempt from state
customs for issuing their visas.

24. No entry for late-comers
A ban on entering Russia during a three
year period may be established for those
foreign citizens not leaving the Russian
Federation once thirty days have passed
since the term of their temporary residency
had ended (Federal Law dated 30.12.12
No. 321-FZ “On adjusting Article 26 of the
Federal Law “On the procedure for leaving
and entering the Russian Federation”).
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Forgotten accounting or should companies pay
for environmental damage?

A

lthough Russian legislators constantly try to unify payments to budget, at the end of the second

decade since the tax reform started it is still impossible to use the Tax Code only. There is still a

number of payments, which are not specified in the Russian Tax Code but have to be transferred to

the budget and be accounted for. One of such payments is a payment for adverse impact on the environment.
Its validity was confirmed by the Constitutional Court and non-payers are substantially fined

Some legal background
When it comes to payment for adverse impact
on the environment (or how accountants
often call it – “trash payments”) we have
to put aside the familiar Tax Code – it
says nothing about such payments. To
calculate the “trash payment” correctly we
have to study other regulation documents,
namely: two Federal Laws – No. 7FZ “On
Environment Protection” dated January 10,
2002 and No. 89FZ – “On Production and
Consumption Waste” dated June 24, 1998.
And to find out the penalty for the ones who
fail to pay or to make respective statements,
we have to consult the Administrative
Offences Code of the Russian Federation,
too.
Since we talk about responsibility, it
should be noted that payments for adverse
impact on the environment are supervised
not by tax administration but by a
specialised authority – Federal Service for
Supervision of Natural Resource Usage (or
Rosprirodnadzor). It is Rosprirodnadzor that
prepares accounting forms and procedures,
they also control accounting filing and
payment terms. Still, there is a certain
peculiarity to be noted. Rosprirodnadzor
was assigned the authority to control such
payments only in the middle of 2010. Before
this, these functions were attributed to
another Federal service – Rostechnadzor.
And the latter still issues documents, which
specify procedure for statements.

Who is responsible?
So, who should account for “trash”? Formal
answer to this question can be found in
“Procedure for Calculation of Payment
for Adverse Impact on the Environment”

IN OUR OPINION
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approved by Rostechnadzor’s Decree
No. 204. According to this document, the
payment calculation is made by companies
engaged in the following types of adverse
impact: release of pollutants into the air,
discharge of pollutants into surface or
underground water bodies, disposal of
industrial and consumer waste.
As we can see, the legislation specifies three
impact types, which have to be accounted
for – these are release, discharge and
disposal. Let us see what it means for
companies in their everyday life. We are
going to consider three common situations.
The first situation is rent of office or other
premises. In this case, all garbage and
other waste are usually discarded by the
tenant into trash containers of the landlord.
This condition is often specified in lease
contracts. Moreover, landlord’s obligations
sometimes include collection of such
waste from leased premises – then waste
collection is often assigned to a cleaning
company hired by the landlord.
What does it mean in relation to “waste
payments”? It means that the tenant itself
does not dispose of any waste! Consequently,
the tenant is not held responsible for making
payments or accounting to Rosprirodnadzor.
Legal grounds of such situation are simple:
according to the law, payment for waste
disposal shall be made by its owner. And in
the above case the waste, according to the
applicable contract, is placed in containers,
which are not owned by the tenant. So, the
tenant bears no responsibility for making
payment for such waste (Rostechnadzor
Letter No. 04-09/169 dated February 12,
2007).
Now let us consider another situation –
the case when a company owns the office
or other premises where it is situated or
leases these premises. In this case garbage
and other consumer waste are placed in
specialised containers. Then the waste
is removed by a specialised organisation
based on a waste removal and disposal
contract. In this case the party responsible
for accounting and payments for adverse
impact on the environment is directly
defined by terms of the contract with such
waste disposal organisation.
Hence, if under such contract the waste
disposal organisation grants the use of
such container to the premises’ owner
and then takes it and transports it to a
junkyard, landfill or other site, which does
not belong to the premises’ owner, then
the waste is considered to be discharged
not by the premises’ owner but by such
specialised organisation. Thus, the owner
does not have to make payments or account
for such waste to Rosprirodnadzor. Such
is the opinion of Supreme Arbitration
Court (e.g. Ruling of the Presidium of the
Supreme Arbitration Court of the Russian

Federation No. 14561/08 dated March 17,
2009, No. 4433/10 dated July 20, 2010 and
No. 1752/11 dated July 12, 2011).
It is advisable to include in the contract
a condition, which directly specifies that
ownership right for the waste is assigned to
the specialised organisation; this will provide
an extra guarantee and protect the premises
owner from disputes on who legally owns
the waste in the containers of the specialised
organisation
(Rostechnadzor
Letter
No. 04–09/455 dated April 27, 2007).
The last but not the least, a very common
situation when a company uses vehicles in
the course of its business. This is, finally,
the case when the company is responsible
to make payments and account for adverse
impact on the environment. It does not
matter in this respect, whether the company
uses its own transport or rents (leases) it.
In all mentioned cases calculation of “trash
payments” is required.
It is worth mentioning that calculation
of such payments requires knowledge in
mathematics and nature science. The case
is that to make such payment calculation
one has first to define the amount of fuel
consumed by a vehicle and then multiply
this amount by the rate and special
coefficient specified in the budget law. It
seems easy enough, but there is a certain
issue: calculation of consumed fuel is made
in tonnes, not in liters! So liters have to be
converted into tonnes. And now we are up
for another surprise – you have to know the
density of gasoline to make the conversion
and this value is not constant, it depends
on ambient temperature – it is lower in
summer and higher in winter. Thus, the
density of gasoline can vary within 740–775
kg per tonne. Consequently, the number of
liters per tonne is defined by dividing the
gasoline’s density by 1 million and raising
the fraction to –1 power. For instance, one
tonne of gasoline with density 740 contains
1,351 liters and one tonne of gasoline with
density 775 – 1,290 liters.
The payment rate for adverse impact on
the environment was approved as early
as in 2005 by Decree of the Government

of the Russian Federation No. 410 dated
July 1, 2005 and depends on the type of fuel
consumed by vehicle. The rate for gasoline,
for example, is 1.3 rubles per tonne and for
diesel fuel it is 2.5 rubles. Moreover, these
rates are annually adjusted by a special
coefficient. For instance, in 2012 it made
2.05 (Federal Law dated November 30,
2011 No. 371-FZ) and in 2013 it makes
2.2 (Federal Law dated December 3, 2012
No. 216-FZ).
Hence, companies using vehicles are
responsible not only for calculation and
making payments but also for filing the
respective statement to Rosprirodnadzor.
Quarterly, not later than on 20th day of
the month following the ended accounting
quarter they have to file their calculation
made according to the procedure approved
by Decree of Federal Service for Ecological,
Technological and Atomic Supervision
No. 204 dated April 5, 2007 (see Letter
of Rostechnadzor No. 04-09/1037 dated
August 2, 2007).

Legal Liability
To conclude our review of the “trash
payment” situation for ordinary office
companies, we shall say a few words about
legal liability. Similar to the tax liability, the
“trash payment” liability is specified both for
failure to pay (or timely pay) and for failure
to provide (or timely provide) accounting.
But the penalty amount here is quite
substantial, unlike tax penalties. Thus,
failure to provide or timely provide
accounting to Rosprirodnadzor is fined
under Article 8.1 of the Administrative
Offences Code of the Russian Federation
and this fine for legal entities is
20 000 – 100 000 rubles!
Penalty for failure to make “trash payments”
is also quite high: 50 000 – 100 000
rubles (according to Article 8.41 of the
Administrative Offences Code of the
Russian Federation).
Alexey Kraynev,
lawyer
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Krasnoyarsk.
The Grand City on a Grand River

T

he 10th annual Krasnoyarsk economic forum were held from February 14th through the 16th. The forum
is one of the top three most effective events intended for discussing relevant solutions for the
economy, development and innovations.

During this event strategic proposals for Russia’s socio-economic development up through 2018 were
discussed along with new economic growth models. Analysis of regions’ contribution to modernising the

national economy together with development prospects in Siberia and the Far East headlined the discussion.
Also, the possibility of including Russia into the world global “digital economy” chain was evaluated.
In 2012 this event was attended by more than 2,500 participants including representatives from 41 regions from
all across Russia and delegations from 28 countries around the world. D.A. Medvedev, the Chairman of
the Russian Government, federal executive branch leaders, large international investment fund directors
and representatives from the Russian and foreign expert and entrepreneurship communities took part in the
10th annual Forum.
There where the foothills huddle together,
So not to fall,
On the steep banks of the Yenisei
Stands tall the glorious city of Krasnoyarsk

Krasnoyarsk in the night

OH, HOW SPACIOUS IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY
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18th, 1628 a “small” outpost named
Krasny Yar. This is when Krasnoyarsk is
considered to have been founded. In 1690
the Krasnoyarsk outpost received city
status.
The place itself gave the city its name:
“Krasny Yar” in the local tribal language
literally meant “a red Yar (high bank or
hill, cliff)”. It was red because of the iron
oxide in the rock. In Russian at that time
the world “krasny” meant both “red” and
“beautiful” (for example, Red Square in
Moscow is both red and beautiful). Andrei
Dubensky wrote to czar that “the place is
fertile, high and red. One can build a state
outpost here”. The name “Krasnoyarsk”
was given upon receiving city status.

Krasnoyarsk hydro power plant

The past
The northern Krasnoyarsk region has been
inhabited since the end of the 1st century.
At that time nomadic tribes lived there.
Numerous tribes, tribal unions, primitive
states appeared and disappeared on this
land. The new story of this Siberian land
can be traced back to when it joined the
Russian Empire.

set out for Moscow to get it approved. The
proposed plan was approved in Moscow
and the authorities allowed the outpost
construction to commence.
At the end of 1627 upon returning from
Moscow Dubensky (accompanied by
three hundred Cossacks) set out to the lay
foundation for another outpost. On August

Throughout the 17th century the main
history makers in the city were Cossacks,
merchants and hunters. The main exodus
from central Russia flowed into other
cities (mainly Tomsk and Irkutsk). For a
long time Krasnoyarsk was at a standstill.
Construction of the Moscow-Siberian
Tract changed the city’s status – it wound
up being at the intersection of land and
water pathways. At the end of the 18th
century factories, schools and academies
start sprouting up in the city. In 1784 the
first regional public library in Russia was
founded in the city.

Krasnoyarsk’s history is similar to the
history of all Siberian cities – they arose
one after another after the spacious areas
of Siberia were settled.
The place where eventually Krasnoyarsk
was built became known to Russians all the
way back in 1608. The first hunters made
their way out there starting at the end of
the 16th century. In 1598 Fedor Dyakov’s
hunting expedition team first reached the
banks of the Yenisei river, but Russians
didn’t exactly settle down there.
The Yenisei warrior, Yakov Khripunov,
having the nobleman Andrei Dubensky
(who the former brought with him from
Moscow in 1623) at his disposal “for
various tasks and trips to faraway lands’,
sent Dubensky to overview the land
occupied by Cossacks and find a convenient
spot for building an outpost for protection
from local tribe attacks. Dubensky found
such a convenient place, drafted a plan and

Opera and Ballet Theater in Krasnoyarsk

On August 18th, 1628 a “small” outpost was
built which was called Krasny Yar. This day is
considered the settlement date for Krasnoyarsk.
In 1690 the Krasnoyarsk outpost
received city status

The beginning of gold mining in the 1830’s
gave the city a significant push in the right
direction. At the end of the 19th century
the Trans-Siberian railway was built and
it ran through the Yenisei province (where
Krasnoyarsk is located) which led to
significant changes both in the economic
and social life of the city. The first test train
arrived in Krasnoyarsk on December 6th,
1895.

OH, HOW SPACIOUS IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY

Today Krasnoyarsk is the largest cultural,
economic and educational centre in
Central and Eastern Siberia and it is a
large transportation-logistics hub with
more than 1 million residents.
The city represents Russia in the Congress
of Local and Regional Authorities under
the Council of Europe. It is a participant
(jointly with Saint Petersburg and Kazan)
of the Council of the World Organisation
for United Cities and Local Authorities.
More than once it has taken home first
place at the yearly competition entitled “the
Russian city with the best infrastructure”.
Undoubtedly, Yenisei, one of the grandest
rivers in both Russia and the world, is a
main drawing point to Krasnoyarsk. The
river Yenisei sets the border between

The city is located on both river banks;
therefore its old left bank is in Western
Siberia, while its new right bank is in
Eastern Siberia!
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Historically speaking after the fire of
1773 destroying the wooden outpost,
Krasnoyarsk was built up on a grid system
like the one in St. Petersburg.
The blocks were roughly the same size
and made up perfect geometric shapes.
The streets dispersed in various directions
away from the squares and bunch back up
at squares and large public buildings tower
on this open, impressive squares.
One of the more unique city symbols is
the Paraskeva Pyatnitsa Chapel on the
Karaulnaya mountain. The chapel can be
seen from almost any point in Krasnoyarsk.
A wooden sentry was built here where there

The streets of Krasnoyarsk are straight and even and
are placed so as to receive maximum sunlight. The lateral
streets run parallel to the Yenisei, from the West to the
East, while the meridian streets (side streets) go from the
South to the North. They were built perpendicular to
the lateral streets and intersect them at right angles
was a Cossack lookout for preventing any
unexpected attacks from “non-peaceful”
neighbours. One can see a whole panorama
of the city with its industrial landscape,
Krasnoyarsk church crosses and splendid
natural framing from the lookout point. A
cannon commemorating the Cossack city
founders is a bit lower than the chapel. A
shot is fired from this cannon everyday at
exactly 12.00.

Natural reserve “Stolby” (pillars)
“The Morning of the Execution of the
Streltsy”, “Boyarynya Morozova”, “Yermak
Timofeevich Conquers Siberia”, “Suvorov
Crossing the Alps” and “Capturing the
Snow City” (RS, March 2011, Maslenitsa
celebration) is closely intertwined with
the history of Krasnoyarsk. Surikov was
born in Krasnoyarsk in a Cossack family
in 1848. He graduated from the province
academy and started working at the local
government office. Upon seeing Surikov’s
drawings the governor of the Yenisei
province, P.N. Zamyatin, found the artist a
sponsor, P.I. Kuznetsov, a gold industrialist
who paid for Vasily Surikov’s education at
the Imperial Arts Academy in Petersburg.
V.I. Surikov’s estate is open in Krasnoyarsk
and the Krasnoyarsk state arts museum
bears his name.

If you take a look at a 10-rouble bill you
will see the Paraskeva Pyatnitsa Chapel
depicted on one side, while the Krasnoyarsk
Hydro Power Plant is depicted on the other
side. Currently, (after the accident at the
Sayano–Shushenskaya
hydroelectric
power plant) this is the most powerful
hydro power plant in Russia.
The Russian artist Vasily Surikov, the
author of such famous paintings such as
Statue of man synonymic
of the Yenisei river
Western and Eastern Siberia. The left bank
of the Yenisei signifies the end of grand
Western Siberian ravines, while the west
bank opens up to a kingdom of mountain
taiga. The Yenisei runs through all of
Siberia’s climatic zones from the Sayan
Mountains to the Arctic Ocean. Camels
live in its highlands, while polar bears
inhabit its lowlands.

“Stolby”, a state nature
preserve nominated
for being a UNESCO
heritage site, is an
astounding place,
a gem of Siberian
nature

National reserve “Stolby” (pillars).
Rock “Ded” (Oldman)

OH, HOW SPACIOUS IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY
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There is an astounding place, a gem of
Siberian nature, the state nature reserve
“Stolby”, just a few kilometres to the
Southwestern edge of Krasnoyarsk. This
is the city’s calling card and it has been
nominated for being a UNESCO heritage
site. The nature preserve is on the right
bank of the Yenisei on the Northwestern
outposts of the Eastern Sayan mountains.
The rocks nestled in the taiga stretching
out for 47,000 hectares are the main
drawing point. Many of these rocks tower
above the earth’s surface at a height of up
to a hundred metres. Over the course of
many years rain, wind, the cold and sun
have etched quite funky shapes out of the
wild rock. People have given them various
names like “The Oldman”, “The Large
Golden Eagle”, “The Lion’s Gates”, The
Vulture’, etc.
There are two kinds of “stolby” – rocks for
tourists and the “wild” ones tucked away
deep into the nature preserve with limited
access. Krasnoyarsk residents have been
visiting the “Stolby” for more than 150
years now to get some healthy exercise. A
particularly movement called “stolbism”
has arisen during this time period – it’s a
socio-cultural phenomenon and way of life
connected with these Krasnoyarsk rocks.
Stolbism can be interpreted as being a

Water release from Krasnoyarsk hydro power plant
social movement characterised by rock
climbing and spending time with others in
a relaxed environment outdoors.
In Krasnoyarsk there are 7 professional
theatres including the Opera and Ballet
Theatre which was opened in 1978.
The
world-class
baritone,
Dmitry

Khvorostovsky started his signing career
on the stage of this theatre. The M.S.
Godenko state Siberian dance ensemble is
a fan favourite in more than 50 countries.
On the Yenisei embankment, in the centre
of Krasnoyarsk, there is a ship museum
called “The Sanctifier Nicholas”. The main

Did you know?
• 1733–1734 Vitus Bering who was preparing provisions and weapons for his 2nd Kamchatka expedition lived in Krasnoyarsk
• 1734–1743 Johann Georg Gmelin, the German scientist/naturalist/traveller lived and worked in Krasnoyarsk. He left behind an
interesting description of the everyday life and moral fiber of the local residents: “We were in a rush to get to the city by the afternoon and
around five p.m. we reached Krasnoyarsk with a feeling of joy passing through the villages of Beryozovka and Lodeika. The soldiers here
have a good life and for the most part are well-off”
• In1828 one of the first literature and art magazines “The Yenisei Almanac” was published
• In 1845 the foundation for the largest Cathedral of the Blessed Virgin was laid on Novobazarnaya square based on the project of the
distinguished architect Konstantin Ton who also designed the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour and the Grand Kremlin Palace in Moscow
• In 1846 a public library was opened and it still functions till this day
• In 1863 steam-powered boats started travelling down the Yenisei. Also, this year the first telegraph station was set up in the city
• In 1913 the eminent Norwegian polar explorer, Fridtjof Nansen, stopped over in Krasnoyarsk. Later in his book called “To the Country
of the Future” he recalled: “So, we reached Krasnoyarsk – our goal which we strived to achieve for so long... We visited the city park
which is recognised as the best in all of Siberia… The city’s streets are wide and straight, there are stone houses on the main streets, but
most of the buildings are made out of wood. Krasnoyarsk is beautifully situated on the left bank of the Yenisei, in a valley surrounded by
mountains...”
• Anton Chekhov wrote in 1890 in his travel memoirs “On Siberia”: “If the landscape is of any significance for you when travelling, then
going from Russia to Siberia you’ll be terribly bored from the Urals up until the Yenisei river…” “The nature which foreign dwellers bow
down before and is respected by our fugitives and which in time will serve as an inexhaustible gold mine for Siberian poets – this nature
which is original, magnificent and astounding only begins with the Yenisei”. “Resting on that bank Krasnoyarsk is the best and most
beautiful of all Siberian cities, while on the other bank the mountains reminding me of the Caucasus are just as smoky and dreamy.”
• Famous people born in Krasnoyarsk include the famous Russian painter, Vasily Surikov, Viktor Astafyev, the famous Russian war prose
writer, Vladislav Pyavko, the People’s Artiste of the USSR, opera signer (tenor), Dmitry Khvorostovsky, opera singer (baritone), Evgeny
Ustyugov, biathlon athlete, Olympic Champion in the mass start, Sofya Pilyavskaya, theatre and movie actor and People’s Artiste of the
USSR
• The following events are regularly held in Krasnoyarsk: the Krasnoyarsk museum biennale, international freestyle wrestling tournament,
international ballroom dancing competition, The Petr Slovets All-Russian and International Opera and Ballet Competition, international
chamber music festival “Siberia-Europe”, a Yenisei river steamboat club parade and Siberian International Airspace Salon

OH, HOW SPACIOUS IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY

It is truly mind-blowing that, Nikolai
the crown prince of the Russian Empire,
returning home from a trip out East, covered
the vast distance between Beryozovka and
Krasnoyarsk in June 1891, while in 1897
this very same ship transported Vladimir
Lenin to Minusinsk to his place of exile.
Nowadays there are wax figures of the quite
distinguished people who traveled on this
steamship.
In 2003 a new symbol appeared in
Krasnoyarsk – the city’s Historical Gates
which were set up in the place where four
centuries ago the first settlers came. Yet
another tradition appeared for the city’s
375 year anniversary – hosting a carnival
which became one of the main events
during the city’s anniversary celebration.

Useful information:
• The Krasnoyarsk climate is continental and is “softened” by the large bodies of water
surrounding city (including the Yenisei which doesn’t freeze during the winter) and the
mountains. The average temperature during the winter months (December-February)
is –17.7°С (an all-time low of –52.8°С was recorded in 1931). The average temperature
during the summer months (June-August) is +23°С (an all-time high of +36.5°С was
recorded in 2001)
• Krasnoyarsk is in the Krasnoyarsk time zone. It is UTC +8:00. Relative to the Moscow
time zone the city is 4 hours ahead and is signified by MSK +4 in Russia
• The Emelyanovo international airport, the largest one in Eastern Siberia, is 27 km
outside of the city. Commuter buses can take one between the Krasnoyarsk bus station,
the train station and airport. It takes an hour. Additionally, along the way to the airport
stops for transition bus routes are made. It takes 4.40 hours to fly from Moscow to
Krasnoyarsk
• Krasnoyarsk is one of the largest connecting stations for the Trans-Siberian Railway.
The distance between Moscow and Krasnoyarsk is 4,098 km and named train No.55/56
“Yenisei” can cover such a distance in 57 hours and 28 minutes
• Buses, trolleybuses and trams comprise the city’s transport. The unique thing about the
city is that currently tram lines are solely on the right bank, while trolleybuses are on the
left bank side. In the future the underground is to be built in the city
• One can find chain stores like Subway, Cinnabon, Leroy Merlin, Metro AG, Adidas,
Nike, Reebok, Emporio Armani, Colin’s, Zara and many others in the city. An agreement
was signed meaning that Auchan (a supermarket chain) will soon come to Krasnoyarsk.
McDonald’s and Burger King have declared that they are planning on open up branches
in Krasnoyarsk
• There are more than 136 hotels with varying levels of services. The first 5-star Marriott
hotel ever in Eastern Siberia is currently under construction
• The distance between Krasnoyarsk and other neighbouring large Siberian cities (by
car): Tomsk ~ 586 km, Kemerovo ~ 526 km, Novosibirsk ~ 785 km, Irkutsk ~ 1059 km
(Oh, how vast my homeland is!)

View to the Yenisei river and the city of Krasnoyarsk
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steamboat at the museum is more than
100 years old and it first took to the waters
in 1887. It was built in Krasnoyarsk, while
the steam machine was delivered from
Sweden. I.M. Sibiryakov, an industrialist,
was the owner. At that time this was the
quickest moving ship on the Yenisei.
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Brief news

We’re better than what people think!
Taxes? Investments need not be scared
Dima Yakovlev law’s impact on business
We are growing, but slowly

05
Founded in 1992, ICLC has grown to become one of the leading Russian audit companies.
The company’s core principle in work is to assist in development of its clients’ business by
providing a variety of prime quality services in business support:
• Statutory

& ISA Audit
• IFRS consulting
• Audit of Tax liabilities
• Tax & Accounting consulting
• Legal services
• Financial, Tax & Legal Due Diligence
• Outsourcing
• Services to Foreign representative offices.
ICLC is a member of Nexia International – a worldwide network of independent accounting and
consulting firms.

Tel: +7 (495) 621-10-15, fax: +7 (495) 621-56-87
E-mail: info@iclcgroup.com, www.iclcgroup.com

Main

Russia will force the G-20 to work for them
Can Russia become a tax off-shore zone
for wealthy foreigners?
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from problem to solution

Transfer pricing

Law Digest

Main changes in the Russian legislation
from July 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012
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In our opinion

Forgotten accounting or should companies
pay for environmental damage?
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OH, HOW SPACIOUS
IS MY NATIVE COUNTRY

Krasnoyarsk. The Grand City on a Grand River

Russia is still
banking on oil
High prices on hydrocarbon raw
materials will allow the Russian
economy to stay afloat in 2013
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